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the drivers within your operating system are the
programs that allow the hardware to
communicate with one another and with the
operating system. hardware & operating
systems usually tell you that you need to install
a new driver to allow the hardware and
operating system to communicate with one
another. most people do not have much
difficulty in fixing the problem by themselves.
learn more about video. visit our video section
for more information about the features and
quirks of these monitors. if you want to learn
more about how to resolve one of your
problems, select a question from our q&a site or
select support>technical support>customer
support>find a software
solution>q&a>question. in your preferred
language>translation a>spanish>en espaníol.
type the question or select one from the list.
most lap-tops will have a fan. cleaning the fan
can help extend the lifetime of the laptop and
keep it running cooler. if it starts to get loud or
has a strange smell (like burning) you may have
a problem that requires your attention. first see
if there is an error in the system log. open a
terminal window and navigate to the directory
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where you installed the operating system. then
enter: cd c:\program files\common
files\lenovo\romclarity click on the romclarity
folder then into devices. if you have opened the
correct directory, you should see a folder for
each model number of the computer you have.
for example, if your computer model number is
t430, you should see a folder called "t430" in
devices. if you do not have the correct folder,
then you need to find your serial number. in the
above example it would be "t430.000" in the
romclarity folder, open index.bin. to open
index.bin, right click index.bin and click open in
and select notepad. scroll down to line 234 in
the index.bin file and you will see: 1. ord:
e060d44.srd; 14: 6215.068; e060d44.cld; 5. ord:
e061148.srd; 14: 17406.002; e061148.cld; 8.
ord: e062438.srd; 14: 1235.207; e062438.cld; 9.
ord: e062746.srd; 14: 4006.075; e062746.cld;
select a computer from the list and you will see
this list:.cld;.
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